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1. Preface 
PROFINET is an extremely flexible and reliable communication technology. However, like 
all high-speed digital communications systems, problems can be caused by a large variety 
of simple errors.  Sometimes these errors are caused by inappropriate or just plain wrong 
information that is handed down from people, who may have extensive experience with 
traditional instrumentation and automation technologies, but little knowledge of high-
speed digital communications.  Anyone involved with PROFINET at a technical level will 
require some training.  This includes not only installers but also system designers, 
maintenance technicians and automation engineers.  The basics of high-speed digital 
communications are not at all obvious.  However, with good quality training an 
understanding of the techniques and problems can be developed. 
 
This document forms a first introduction to PROFINET technology and covers the essential 
practical requirements for layout and installation of networks that will operate reliably and 
that can be maintained with the minimum of disruption to plant operation.  The document 
forms the main text that covers the learning outcomes of the Certified PROFINET Installer 
course which is accredited by PI (PROFIBUS/PROFINET International).  This one-day course 
is appropriate not only for installers, but for anyone involved with PROFINET at a technical 
level. 
 
The document starts with an introduction to Ethernet and PROFINET for those that are not 
familiar with these technologies.  It then goes on to provide simple practical guidance on 
the layout, installation and static wiring testing for PROFINET networks.  The main body of 
the document is concerned with the various rules and guidance on PROFINET layout and 
installation. The document provides not only the rules for installation, but also the reasons 
for these rules.  
 

Important Notice 
 

Although considerable care has been taken to ensure that the information 
contained in this document is accurate and complete, no responsibility can be 
taken for errors in the document or installation faults arising from its use. 

 

2. Basic Ethernet technology 
Ethernet is the most widely used general purpose networking technology.  Ethernet was 
introduced in 1980 and standardized in 1983 as IEEE 802.3. The original concept was based 
on coaxial cable connected using hubs. However, modern versions use twisted pair cables 
and switches. A switch is like a hub, but is able to intelligently route the Ethernet signals to 
specific devices. 

2.1. The OSI model 
The International Standards Organisation uses the Open System Interconnection (OSI) 
model for specifying standardised communication systems.  The OSI model splits the 
communication standard into 7 layers, extending from the physical layer (wiring and 
electrical specification) up to the application layer (the device functions and encoding).  
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The layers in the OSI model are optional and sometimes they are omitted. Also it is possible 
for different specifications to be used within each layer. The OSI model thus provides the 
flexibility to use these networks for a wide variety of applications. 

 
The Open System Interconnection (OSI) model 

2.2. Modern fast Ethernet 
Ethernet, defined by IEEE 802.3, specifies the first two layers of the communication: The 
Physical and Data Link layers. 

Layer 1 – The physical layer 

This defines the electrical signals, cable and connectors that must be used. There are 
several different physical layers that can be used, but the most important in modern 
systems are referred to as “Fast Ethernet” which runs at 100Mbit/s. There are two common 
forms of Fast Ethernet: copper cabling, sometimes called 100BASE-TX and fibre-optic, 
called 100BASE-FX. 

100BASE-TX 

100BASE-TX uses unscreened twisted pair 
(UTP) copper cable. Ethernet normally uses 8-
core (4-pair) cable, but 4-core (2-pair) cable 
can also be used. The normal type of connector 
for 100BASE-TX wiring is the RJ45 pattern. 
These are normally suitable only for office 
environments. 

 

Layer 1 - Physical layer Defines the physical characteristics of the cable and 
connections, E.g. voltage levels and timing. 

Layer 2 – Data Link layer Defines the basic telegram structure and packet 
sequencing. 

Layer 3 - Network layer Defines how data is sent.  Logical protocols, routing 
and addressing are handled here. 

Layer 4 - Transport layer Provides flow control, error checking and recovery of 
lost data. Insulates higher layers from lower ones. 

Layer 5 - Session layer Establishes, maintains and ends communication 
between devices. Manages data transfer. 

Layer 6 - Presentation layer Takes the data provided by the Application layer and 
converts it into a standard format. 

Layer 7 - Application layer The application that is using the data. 

RJ45 connectors 
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100BASE-FX 

100BASE-FX is a fibre-
optic standard using two 
strands of glass fibre, one 
for each direction.  A 
range of different 
connectors are found. 

Layer 2 – The data link 
layer 

Layer 2 is called the Data Link layer and defines the basic organisation and coding of the 
telegram. IEEE 802.3 not only defines the physical layer that is used in standard Ethernet, 
but also the Data Link Layer for Ethernet and PROFINET. The Data Link Layer defines the 
basic structure of the Ethernet telegram and the physical address of the device. The 
physical address is also called the MAC address (Media Access Control address) and 
provides a globally unique identification for the device. MAC addresses are set by the 
device manufacturer and generally cannot be changed by the user. 
 
The standard Ethernet frame according to IEE 802.3 is a variable length frame of up to 1530 
bytes and consists of: 
 

 7-byte alternating bit preamble, 10101010… 
 1-byte Start Frame Delimiter (SFD), 10101011. 
 6-byte Destination and Source addresses. 
 Optional 4-byte VLAN tag according to IEEE802.1Q. The VLAN tag is mandatory in 

PROFINET networks where it is used to prioritise the real time frames. 
 2-byte length of the data or Ether-type field. The Ether-type can identify the higher-level 

protocol that is used in the data field. Values up to 1500 are interpreted as the data 
length and values greater than 1500 are interpreted as an Ether-type. 

 46 to 1500 bytes of data. 
 4-byte Frame Check Sequence (FCS). Used to check the frame has been received without 

error. 
 

Preamble SFD 
Destination 

Address 
Source 

Address 
Optional 
VLAN tag 

Length/ 
Ether-
type 

Data FCS 

7 bytes 1 byte 6 bytes 6 bytes 4 bytes 2 bytes 
46 to 1500 

bytes 4 bytes 

The structure of a standard Ethernet frame 

  

Typical fibre optic connectors used with Ethernet 
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MAC addresses 

The source and destination address in the Ethernet frame are called the Media Access 
Control (MAC) addresses. MAC addresses, also called “physical addresses”, are 
programmed into devices by the manufacturer and cannot generally be changed. Every 
manufactured device has a unique MAC address. MAC addresses are normally expressed 
in six-byte (48-bit) dashed hexadecimal format, e.g. 
 

00-0e-0c-73-a1-f4 
 
Each number in the MAC address represents a byte and can have a value between 00 and 
ff (or FF). 
 
Many Ethernet and PROFINET devices 
have more than one physical 
connection or “port”. Each port will 
generally have its own MAC address.  
 
Normally the port MAC address is 
shown on a label on the physical device.  
 

The Ether-type field 

The Ether-type field is used to indicate which higher level protocol is being used in the 
telegram. The table below shows some common Ether-types: 
 

Ether-type 
(hexadecimal) Protocol 

0x0800 Internet Protocol (IPv4) 
0x0806 Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) 
0x8100 VLAN-tagged frame (IEEE 802.1Q) 
0x86DD Internet Protocol (IPv6) 
0x8892 PROFINET 
0x88CC Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) 
0x88E3 Media Redundancy Protocol (MRP) 

 
  

MAC address 
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2.3. Communication concepts 

Full duplex communication 

Some communications systems provide simple one-way, or so-called simplex 
communications (examples include RS232 serial links). Other systems like RS485 and MBP, 
used in PROFIBUS DP and PA, provide non-simultaneous two-way communications, called 
half-duplex communications.  Both100 BASE-TX and 100 BASE-FX, used in modern fast 
Ethernet systems, employ two separate channels which provide simultaneous two-way 
communication, so called full-duplex communication. 
 
Full duplex communications mean that devices can transmit and receive data at the same 
time. 
 

 
Full duplex communications 

Hubs and switches 

As signals travel down a network cable they become attenuated by losses in the cable. A 
“Hub” is a multi-port device that can be used to extend the network to larger than the 
maximum cable length requirement. A valid signal received on one port is retransmitted to 
all other ports. Unfortunately, hubs allow “collisions” to occur because several devices 
could be transmitting simultaneously. 

 
A hub can give rise to collisions 

  

Collision 
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A switched hub (normally just called a “switch”) has intelligence and knows which devices 
(MAC addresses) are attached to which port. A switch only repeats a received frame on 
the correct port for the destination device. 

 
Switches avoid collisions by intelligently routing frames only to the correct port 

The exclusive use of switches and full duplex transmission within the network means that 
collisions are totally avoided on modern Ethernet systems. 

2.4. Transmission Protocols 
Whilst switches spend most of their time ensuring that an Ethernet frame from a particular 
device is delivered to a single recipient (unicast transmission), there are times when there 
is a need to send a single Ethernet Frame to several devices at the same time. Ethernet 
supports the following transmission methods:- 
 
Unicast – This when one device sends an Ethernet frame to another device. 
 
Broadcast – This is when an Ethernet frame from one device is delivered to all devices in 
the same subnet. 
 
Multicast – This is when an Ethernet frame from one device is delivered to several devices 
in a subnet, but not all of them. 
 

 
  

Switch 
 

Switch 
Switch 

A 

B C 

D E 

F G 

H 

A to H 

D to B 

H to G 
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2.5. Network Protocols 
A network protocol is a set of rules that govern communications between two devices 
connected together over a network. Network protocols are often related to the type of 
transmission mechanism they use, e.g. a protocol called ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) 
is referred to as a broadcast protocol because an ARP telegram is delivered to all devices in 
the same subnet. The OSI model allows different and independent standards to be used at 
each layer. Each layer has its own protocol(s). The protocols specify the functions 
performed and data transmitted at each layer, the type of data that can be sent, how the 
message containing the data will be identified, the actions that can (or must) be taken by 
the participants and how the overall message is to be formatted. Each layer in the OSI 
model can contain different protocols. Several layers can be combined into one standard 
and each layer can be omitted if not required. The OSI model thus gives great flexibility for 
implementing lots of different applications. 
Ethernet terminology is awash with hundreds of abbreviations and acronyms (see the 
Glossary). Unfortunately, we must become familiar with some of these if we are working 
with Ethernet or PROFINET systems. We have briefly met some of these already. However, 
we will try to explain the most important protocols here. 

Layer 3 - The Network Layer and IP addressing 

Layer 3 of the OSI model can be used to define the Internet Protocol (IP) layer. The IP layer 
defines a programmable address for devices. The IP address identifies the network and the 
device within that network. IP addressing allows communication over larger networks such 
as Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide Area Networks (WANs) such as the Internet. IP 
addresses can be changed by the user to allow access within a LAN or from outside the 
local network. 

The IP address 

The IP address is quite different to the physical or MAC address. IP addresses are normally  
4-byte (32-bit) addresses and are usually shown in dotted decimal form. E.g.: 
 

172 . 16 . 100 . 5 
 

Each number represents a byte of the address and can have a value between 0 and 255. IP 
addresses are dynamic and can be changed by the user or by software running over the 
network. The IP address is used to identify the Local Area Network (LAN) on more extensive 
systems. We will look at IP addresses in more detail in section . 
 
Note that the above 32-bit addressing scheme is called IPv4 (version 4) and is still widely 
used within LANs. However, the expansion of the internet has prompted IPv6 to be 
introduced. This expanded the number of address bits from 32 to 128, vastly increasing the 
number of possible addresses. Nevertheless, within most LANs and particularly within 
PROFINET systems IPv4 is still widely used.  
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Routers 

Routers are used to connect different Local Area Networks together to form Wide Area 
Networks (WANs), for example, company networks or even the internet.  
 

 
Routers route the telegrams between different local networks to form wide area 

networks 

A router can be a computer with several ports (server) or a special piece of hardware. 
Routers use clever algorithms to determine the best route from one network to another.  
The internet makes extensive use of routers to connect devices across the world. Routers 
can change the IP address of a telegram to route it across a network. Routers operate at 
Layer 3, the Network level, and should not be confused with switches, which work at 
Layer 2, the Data Link level. 
  

Network A Host 1 

Host 3 

Host 2 

Router 

Network B 

Network D 

Router 

Host 1 

Host 3 Host 2 

Host 4 
Host 5 

Network C 

Host 1 

Host 3 

Host 2 

Host 1 

Host 3 Host 2 

Host 4 
Host 5 

Host 4 
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Gateways or Proxys 

A gateway, sometimes called a proxy, provides interconnection between one kind of 
network and another. Examples include PROFINET/PROFIBUS gateways or PROFIBUS/AS-i 
gateways. Because they typically connect between totally different types of network, they 
must operate at the application layer. 
 

 
Repeaters, switches, routers and gateways operate at different levels in the OSI model 

Layers 4 to 7 

These additional layers in the OSI model are responsible for higher level functionality in the 
network. These layers are sometimes called the Host layers, because they are normally 
implemented by software in the host machines. For example the Transmission Control 
Protocol, TCP, and the User Datagram Protocol, UDP, which are used in many networks are 
defined in layer 4. Remember that each layer in the OSI model is optional, so can be omitted 
if not required. 
 
Layer 7, the Application Layer, is the final interface between the user application and the 
network. The application layer normally involves many different uses. For example: 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol, HTTP, which is used for encoding web pages on the internet; 
File Transfer Protocol, FTP, which is used for transferring files from one host to another; 
Post Office Protocol, POP, which is used for email communication. These and many others 
all reside at the Application Layer. 

TCP - Transmission Control Protocol 

TCP, located at layer 4 of the OSI model, provides reliable, ordered, and error-checked 
delivery of data between applications running on hosts communicating over an IP network. 
Major Internet applications such as the World Wide Web, email, remote administration 
and file transfer rely on TCP. TCP is called a “connection-oriented protocol” because it 
establishes a connection between two communicating devices and provides flow control 
and error checking. 
 

Layer 7 

Layer 6 

Layer 5 

Layer 4 

Layer 3 

Layer 2 

Layer 1 Repeater, hub 

Application 

Presentation 

Session 

Transport 

Network 

Data Link 

Physical 

Application 

Presentation 

Session 

Transport 

Network 

Data Link 

Physical 

Switch 

Router 

Gateway 
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TCP breaks the data into blocks which are sent, checked and repeated if found to be 
corrupted. TCP can be considered to implement a conversation between the two 
communicating parties. 

UDP - User Datagram Protocol 

UDP, also located at OSI layer 4, is also used to communicate between hosts. However, it 
is much simpler than TCP, being a “connectionless protocol” with no flow control and much 
less error checking. UDP provides no confirmation that the sent data was received.  
 
Within networks TCP provides slow but reliable communication which is used for 
transferring data that must be correct. For example: file transfer, email etc. UDP is used for 
faster communication, where there is no point in repeating any corrupted data once it has 
been missed. For example: Voice or video over the internet (Skype or YouTube etc). TCP 
and UDP are both located at layer 4 of the OSI model. 

SNMP – Simple Network Management Protocol 

SNMP is widely used in network management systems to monitor networked devices and 
switches. SNMP allows network management information, including error monitoring, 
performance statistics and system configuration, to be accessed using standard network 
management tools. SNMP operates at the OSI model Application Layer, layer 7. 
 
In particular, managed switches provide SNMP functionality (see section 11.1). 

LLDP – Link Layer Discovery Protocol 

The Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) is defined within IEEE 802.1AB as an optional 
vendor-neutral protocol (actually located at layer 2 within the OSI model).  LLDP allows 
network devices (and switches) to advertise or report their identity, capabilities and 
connected neighbours.  
 
LLDP information is sent by all supporting devices and switches from each of their ports at 
a fixed and regular interval. This allows every device to know who its neighbours are and 
to which port they are connected. LLDP can therefore be used to provide a topology map 
for the whole network. 

ARP – Address Resolution Protocol 

The Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is a widely-used protocol which can identify the 
owner of an IP address and relate this to the device MAC address. Also used to identify 
duplication of IP addresses. 

DCP – Discovery and Configuration Protocol 

The Discovery and Configuration Protocol (DCP) is a PROFINET level 2 protocol defined 
within the PROFINET specification. DCP is used to identify and allocate device names and 
IP addresses. DCP is often used together with LLDP and ARP to carry out engineering 
functions and set up PROFINET devices ready for data exchange. 
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DHCP - Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 
 
The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) is a general IT network management 
protocol whereby a DHCP server dynamically assigns an IP address and other network 
configuration parameters to each device on a network so they can communicate with other 
IP networks. Although available in PROFINET, it is rarely used. 

HTTP – Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is application level-7 protocol which provides the 
foundation of data communication for the World Wide Web. Standard web browsers like 
Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Firefox and Safari etc. allow us to interact with the web 
pages that make up the WWW. Many devices also have a built-in HTTP-server which allows 
the device to be set up and checked using these same standard tools. 
 
The various layers in the OSI model can be considered in isolation. Each layer formats the 
data according to the relevant standard and adds a header and tail to the data. This packet 
of information is then passed to the next layer for further encoding as required. 
 

 
Example of encoding at each layer by HTTP, TCP, IP and Ethernet layers 

  

Application (7)

Presentation (6)

Session (5)

Transport (4)

Network (3)

Data Link (2)

Physical (1)

IP 

TCP 

HTTP 

Ethernet 

 
Web page, encoded 

using HTTP 

TCP header and 
tail added 

IP header added 

Ethernet 
header and 
tail added 

TCP packet 
  

Web page 
 

IP packet 
  

Standard Ethernet frame 
transmitted on cable 
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3. Review of PROFIBUS technology 
PROFIBUS has been around for 30 years and is supported by a huge range of devices and 
network components from hundreds of manufacturers.  PROFIBUS is standardised in the 
International Fieldbus Standard, IEC 61158, and currently has two different but 
compatible versions: 
 

 DP (Decentralised Periphery) – Applications include general automation and 
manufacturing, but also used in process control. 

 PA (Process Automation) – Developed specifically for the process industry and 
widely used in that industry, but normally in conjunction with DP. 

 

DP and PA are easily combined and used together in one system. 

3.1. PROFIBUS wiring 
PROFIBUS wiring is “multi-drop”, which means that many devices are connected together 
on a single cable. The cable must be of the correct type and must be “terminated” at each 
end to stop reflections that cause the signals to bounce or echo backwards and forwards 
on the cable. Terminations and reflections are the cause of some of the most common 
problems in fieldbus systems causing up to 90% of the issues found. However, with a little 
training these issues are easily overcome. (See the Certified PROFIBUS Installer course at 
the VTC web site: www.VerwerTraining.com.) 
 
PROFIBUS can use several different standards at the physical layer: 
 

 RS485 – the most widely used wiring standard; 
 Manchester Bus Powered, MBP – Used for PA; 
 Fibre-Optic – Used for DP giving high-speed, interference-free communication over 

long distances. 
 

RS485 devices can run at a bit rate from 9.6kbit/s up to 12Mbit/s (all devices in the network 
run at the same bit rate). MBP devices always run at a fixed speed of 31.25kbit/s. 
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3.2. The PROFIBUS protocol 
A PROFIBUS network must have a Class-1 master which must be configured to 
communicate with its allocated slaves. Each device has an associated GSD file which 
describes its characteristics, options, diagnostics etc. A Class-2 master can optionally be 
connected to the network for engineering functions such as parameter setting, calibration 
or diagnostics etc. 

 
 
The PROFIBUS protocol is a simple master slave communication with token passing 
between masters. Only one device can talk at a time and communication is one way at a 
time (half duplex). Device start-up is standardised and includes checks for the correct type 
of device (checks the unique Identification number for each device). The start-up procedure 
also checks the device IO configuration (that is modules present=modules configured). The 
PROFIBUS protocol also has very well defined and comprehensive standardised diagnostics 
giving communication errors and peripheral errors. 
 
Standardised “profiles” are defined for a wide range of equipment including PA devices, 
drives, encoders, safety systems etc. Such profiles ensure that devices from different 
manufacturers will have their IO data organised in a standard format and that agreed 
functions will be provided and will work in a standard way. 
 
The OSI model for PROFIBUS shows that only layers 1, 2 and 7 are used. The Application 
Layer (7) and the Data Link layer (2) are common to both DP and PA. The main difference 
between DP and PA is at the Physical Layer (1).  Profiles are not part of the OSI model but 
can be considered as sitting above the application later. Optional profiles are available for 
DP devices. The PA profile is mandatory for all PA devices.  
 

 Process data 
 Configuration data 
 Diagnostics/Alarms 

 Diagnostics 
 Device parameters 
 Software addressing 
  

 

Slave 
E.g. Field device with inputs/outputs. 

Class-1 Master 
E.g. PLC running an 
application program. 

Class-2 Master 
E.g. PC or laptop running an 
engineering tool application. 

PROFIBUS 
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The OSI model for PROFIBUS 

4. PROFINET 
PROFINET is an industrial Ethernet protocol developed by the PROFIBUS/PROFINET 
International organisation (PI). PROFINET uses totally standard Ethernet IEEE 802.3 at the 
OSI Physical and Data Link layers.  However, the physical connection for PROFINET has 
some additional requirements over and above standard IT Ethernet. For example PROFINET 
always uses screened cable and industrial grade connectors. Also the switches used on 
PROFINET systems sometimes require additional features in order to achieve the required 
timing and performance and system management information. 
 
Although totally standard Ethernet telegrams are used, the higher level PROFINET protocol 
is designed for industrial applications in automation and control systems using real-time 
communication. Even though additional protocols are used, the basic telegram remains a 
standard Ethernet telegram.  
 
Industrial Ethernet is not a multi-drop network like PROFIBUS. Each Ethernet cable only 
connects two devices. Switches are used to branch from device to device. The termination 
resistors (used to stop reflections) are provided on every port on every device and are no 
longer in the hands of the user. Thus incorrect termination, which is one of the main causes 
of problems on PROFIBUS and other fieldbus networks, is largely eliminated with Industrial 
Ethernet. 
 
PROFINET was first introduced in 2003 after several years of development and is now 
defined as part 10 of the International Fieldbus Standard, IEC 61158. The current version, 
V2.4, was introduced in August 2019 and provided some backwardly compatible extensions 
and performance enhancements over previous versions. PROFINET provides high-speed 
real-time communication with a range of performance classes for applications in both 
factory-automation and process-automation sectors. PROFINET can be used in high-speed 
multi-axis motion control systems such as numerical control systems and robotics. 
PROFINET also provides solutions for high availability systems using standardised 
redundancy as well as solutions for functional safety systems. Some new developments like 

DP PA 

PROFIBUS Application Layer Application Layer (7) 
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Data Link Layer (2) 

Physical Layer (1) 

Fieldbus Data Link (FDL) Layer 
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PROFIenergy, which provides intelligent power saving functions, have also been 
introduced. 
 
PROFINET is very well thought out to meet all the requirements of modern automation and 
control systems.  Many features that have been developed for PROFIBUS devices have been 
incorporated into PROFINET: 
 

 Standardised communication and peripheral (device-related) diagnostics. 
 Standardised functions for start-up, operation, alarms, identification and 

maintenance facilities. 
 Device description files (GSD) with configuration data for the device and available 

modules, parameters and options. 
 Profiles defined for a wide range of device types and applications. 

 

PROFINET employs two different channels for communication: 

Non-real-time channel 

The non-real-time channel is used for non-time critical communications where a small 
delay of up to a few milli-seconds is acceptable. For example device diagnostics, 
parameter access etc. The non-real-time channel uses the standard UDP and TCP 
protocols together with the IP address to communicate with the device. 

Real-time channel 

The real-time channel is used for critical information that cannot be delayed. For example 
process data, alarms etc. The real-time channel bypasses the IP, TCP and UDP layers and 
communicates with the device directly over the Ethernet layer without using these 
intermediate layers. This provides excellent real-time performance that is not subject to 
the delays involved with IP, TCP and UDP - Notice that both the real-time and non-real-
time channels use the standard Ethernet layer, i.e. all PROFINET information is passed 
over Ethernet and can be mixed with other Ethernet traffic such a web browsing, file 
transfer, email etc. 
 

 
The OSI model for PROFINET 

Non real-time 
communications 

Real-time 
communications 

PROFINET Application Layer Application Layer (7) 

Not Used Not Used 
Presentation Layer (6) 
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Transport Layer (4) TCP/UDP 

IP 

PROFINET Real-Time 
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4.1. The PROFINET protocol 
PROFINET is not a master/slave protocol like PROFIBUS. Instead, simultaneous two-way 
(provider-consumer) communication is used giving full-duplex communication. PROFINET 
operates at 100Mbit/s or faster using copper or fibre-optic cables. PROFINET makes use of 
Existing IT standards via the non-real-time channel. But, unlike IT systems, PROFINET also 
provides a real-time channel to provide deterministic communication for critical data like 
process inputs and outputs, alarms etc. This means that control signal timing is predictable 
(within specified limits) and will not slow down when the network is busy. 
 

 
PROFINET devices and their relationship to equivalent PROFIBUS devices 

PROFINET devices are categorised into: 
 

 IO Controllers – provide data exchange, control and monitoring functions for the 
network, rather like a PROFIBUS Class-1 master. 

 IO Supervisors – provide engineering access to the network for diagnostics and 
parameter access etc. like a PROFIBUS Class-2 master. 

 IO Devices provide actuation and sensing in the field, includes remote IO, rather 
like a PROFIBUS slave.  

 

PROFINET is also totally compatible with PROFIBUS and integrates via simple standardised 
gateways. However, please note that PROFINET is not PROFIBUS over Ethernet. The 
operation and encoding of PROFINET is quite different to PROFIBUS. 
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5. PROFINET system configuration 
Before any PROFINET system can operate the system must be configured.  That is, the IO 
Controller must be made aware of its allocated IO Devices and their characteristics. 
  
Configuration is normally carried out using a proprietary software tool supplied for the 
PROFINET IO Controller.  Thus a PLC from a particular manufacturer requires the 
manufacturer’s configuration tool.  A different PLC will require a different configuration 
tool.  One manufacturer’s configurator can generally not be used to configure a different 
manufacturer’s PLC.  The configuration tools are applications (software) that typically run 
on a PC or laptop. 
 

 
Concept of system configuration 

GSD files 

PROFINET IO Devices have different capabilities and characteristics, such as the amount of 
IO, supported features, meaning of diagnostic messages etc.  PROFINET system 
configuration is based on similar concepts to PROFIBUS in that every device has a General 
Station Description or GSD file which describes its characteristics, capabilities, parameters 
and available options. However, PROFINET GSD files are written in XML (eXtensible Mark-
up Language), often called GSDML files. 
 
GSD files are created by the device manufacturer and are used by the configuration tool to 
provide detailed information on the IO Devices being used on the network.  GSD files make 
integration of devices from different vendors in a bus system simple. 
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PROFINET Device names 

PROFIBUS devices are accessed by means of a numeric address. This must be in the range 
0 to 125 for working devices, which limits the number of PROFIBUS devices on a network 
to 126. PROFINET accesses devices by means of a device name. The device name can 
contain letters and numbers and can be chosen by the user to relate to the plant area, 
device function or location etc. Appropriately chosen device names thus provide much 
more flexibility and information than a simple numeric address. 
 
When delivered from the supplier, PROFINET devices do not have a device name or an IP 
address, but only a MAC address. Since the MAC address is fixed and unique for every 
device, we can always identify a device from its MAC address. However, one of the first 
tasks when commissioning a network is to allocate a unique device name and IP address to 
each new device on our network. We will look at how this can be done in section 15. 

6. The control system hierarchy 
PROFINET fits in to the control system hierarchy at the control and field levels. Because 
PROFINET is standard Ethernet, the PROFINET signals can share the same wiring as normal 
Ethernet that is used for applications such as web browsing, email, even voice over IP and 
video. The prioritisation built in to PROFINET will ensure that the real-time PROFINET 
telegrams get precedence over the other Ethernet traffic.  However, we must be careful to 
ensure that the system is designed and laid out correctly to ensure that the overall system 
performs correctly. 
 

 
The positioning of Ethernet and PROFINET in the control system hierarchy 

PROFINET is also compatible with PROFIBUS and can be used as a higher-level backbone 
for connecting PROFIBUS subnetworks via standardised gateways (sometimes called 
proxys). Both PROFINET and PROFIBUS can be used to carry safety-related information 
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using the PROFIsafe profile. So-called Functional Safety systems can be used to implement 
emergency stop, interlocking and safeguarding of machines and processes. 
 
Actuator Sensor interface (AS-i) is another technology that is commonly found in control 
and automation systems. AS-i is a low level, low cost fieldbus which is very widely used for 
interfacing to simple digital devices such as proximity switches, solenoid valves etc.  AS-i 
can be used to replace dumb devices which are connected to PROFIBUS/PROFINET remote 
IO devices.  The use of a PROFINET/AS-i gateway allows the advantages of fieldbus and 
intelligent devices to be taken down to the lowest and simplest level. Low-cost devices such 
as proximity switches and solenoid valves and even panel indicators and switches can 
incorporate an AS-i interface. Low cost AS-i gateways are widely available for PROFINET, 
PROFIBUS and most other industrial Ethernet and fieldbuses. 

7. Other innovations in PROFINET 

7.1. Isochronous operation and time synchronisation 
Different applications have different timing requirements. For example, process 
automation normally requires update times between 100ms and 1.0s, general factory 
automation requires update time in the order of 5ms to 10ms and robotics or high-speed 
motion control perhaps 1ms or less. There is also the requirement for non-urgent 
communication within all systems for parameter access or diagnostics etc. in all these 
different systems. 
 
PROFINET has the flexibility to cost effectively cater for all these requirements. 
 

 The non-real-time channel is used for non-urgent communications where delays of 
up to 100ms are acceptable. 

 The standard Real-Time (RT) channel is used for process data, alarms etc. where 
delays must be kept less than a few ms. 

 An Isochronous Real-Time (IRT) mechanism is employed for applications that 
require more precise timing where delays must be kept as short as possible (less 
than 1µs). 

 

All PROFINET process data is transmitted using the RT channel. This provides deterministic 
cycle times which can be as fast as 1ms. The variation in cycle time (jitter) is typically less 
than 15%. 
 
For motion control applications, devices can use IRT communication which provides highly 
deterministic cycle timing typically 250 µs  but as fast as 32 µs with special optimised timing 
features with a jitter of less than 1µs. 
 
Non-urgent communication uses the non-real-time (TCP/IP) channel. 
 
All three types of communication can be implemented within one network providing 
accurate timing where needed together with flexibility and economy where not required. 
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Typical cycle times and jitter within PROFINET systems  (not to scale and representative 

only) 

  

<1µs jitter ±100% jitter 
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7.2. Configuration in Run 
The process industry, in particular, has the requirement that devices can be replaced 
without interrupting production.  The PROFINET “Configuration in Run” (CiR) specification 
has been introduced to cater for this requirement. CiR provides the ability to reconfigure 
devices and to insert, remove, or replace devices or modules without stopping the control 
application. CiR thus ensures that plant repairs, modifications, or expansions can be 
performed without a network shutdown or interruption of a continuous production 
processes. 

7.3. Application Profiles  
Whilst the PROFIBUS and PROFINET protocols provide a way to move data across a 
network, they don’t give the data any structure or meaning. Application Profiles are 
implemented as an additional layer that sits between the device application and the 
PROFINET/PROFIBUS networking stack, providing a standard framework for the device 
application to talk to the controller application. 

The benefits of a profiles are to streamline engineering and maintenance. By putting just a 
little abstraction between the device application code and the network, IO Controllers or 
Masters can access the profile with a generic driver for any Device or Slave. There are 
several profiles available, the most common being PROFIsafe, PROFIdrive and PROFIenergy. 

   

The PROFIsafe profile 

PROFINET offers safety-oriented communication that allows for integrating safety-oriented 
(SIL-3 level) components with standard control and monitoring. Separately wired safety 
systems or a second safety network are not necessary. PROFIsafe is a profile that can be 
used in PROFIBUS and PROFINET. However, PROFINET has a significant advantage that 
safety IO and standard IO can be mixed within a single device. 

The PROFIdrive profile 

The PROFIdrive profile was originally developed in the early years of PROFIBUS as a vendor 
independent standard for variable speed drives. The profile has since been extended to 
cover positioning systems such as servos and multi-axis motion control systems such as 
used in robotics and numerically controlled machines. The PROFIdrive profile is now used 
in PROFINET systems as well as PROFIBUS for a wide range of drive and motion control 
applications 
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The PROFIenergy profile.  

The high cost of energy and compliance with legal obligations require industry to engage 
in energy conservation.  Recent trends toward the use of efficient drives and optimized 
production processes have resulted in significant energy savings. However, in today's 
plants and production units, it is common for numerous energy consuming loads to 
continue running during stoppages and pauses in production.  PROFIenergy provides a 
manufacturer independent solution to deal with energy conservation during such periods 
and to automatically coordinate start-up when production resumes. The PROFIenergy 
profile enables effective energy management by switching off unwanted equipment or 
reducing energy consumption when pauses or stoppages occur. The use of PROFIenergy 
can significantly reduce the overall plant energy consumption. Modern drives, robots and 
other manufacturing machines often support the PROFIenergy profile and can contribute 
to overall plant efficiency improvements. 

7.4. The Internet of things 
Modern industrial Ethernet devices provide a wealth of information and settings that are 
accessible over the network. This data can be accessed whilst they are also in data exchange 
with the controller. Within a PROFINET system the IO data exchange is carried out using 
high-priority real-time communication. However, non-real-time traffic can access the 
device without disrupting the data exchange. The popular term for this concept is the 
Internet of Things (IoT), which can be defined as the network of physical objects, devices, 
vehicles, buildings and other items, embedded with electronics, software, sensors, and 
network connectivity that enables these objects to collect and exchange data. PROFINET is 
seen as a major IoT enabling technology.  This concept allows extensive data to be collected 
and analysed so providing facilities enabling such activities as process optimisation, energy 
efficiency, predictive maintenance etc. to be carried out. OPC-UA is now supported by PI 
as a platform independent mechanism for transferring data to IoT-based devices. 
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8. PROFINET installation 

8.1. Pickup in network cables 
Pickup occurs when outside influences such as cables or equipment carrying high voltages 
and/or high currents induce unwanted signals in our network cables. This is sometimes 
referred to as Electromagnetic Interference (EMI). However, there are two different 
mechanisms involved in pickup. 

Electrostatic pickup 

Here, electrostatic or capacitive coupling between the interference source and the 
sensitive cable induces electrical voltages in the cable. The closer together the cables, the 
greater the capacitive coupling between the cables and hence the worse the pick-up will 
be. Cables carrying high voltages, high frequencies or rapidly changing voltages are 
particularly prone to inducing electrostatic pickup. 
 

 
Electrostatic pick-up 

  

 

 

Interference source, 
e.g. power cable. 

Sensitive cable, e.g 
instrumentation or 

network cable. Pickup 

Capacitive coupling 
between cables 

High voltage 
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Electromagnetic pickup 

Here, magnetic or inductive coupling between the interference source and the sensitive 
cable induces electrical currents in the cable. Again, the closer the cables the greater the 
coupling and the worse the pick-up will be.  
 

 
Electromagnetic pick-up 

Cables carrying high current or rapidly changing current are particularly prone to inducing 
electromagnetic pickup. 
 
Both capacitive and inductive coupling are frequency dependent; the higher the frequency, 
the worse the pick-up.  One might think that the pickup will not be induced from cable 
carrying DC.  This is partially true, but even DC current and voltage can change abruptly 
when devices are switched on or off.  This DC can also produce transient pick-up. 
 
In practice most pickup is a combination of electrostatic and electromagnetic effects.  So, 
in order to minimise pickup we must reduce both electrostatic and electromagnetic effects. 
Equipment can be certified for Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC). This means that the 
equipment has been tested for generation and susceptibility to EMI. However, we must 
always remain aware of pickup between cables. 

Pick-up reduction 

Screening or shielding of the signal cable can reduce electrostatic pick-up. However, 
shielding is only effective when the shield is properly connected to a common reference 
(ground).  Unearthed screening has no effect whatsoever; in fact it can make the pick-up 
worse! 

 
Earthed shielding at one end can only reduce electrostatic pick-up 

Single-ended screening significantly reduces the effects of capacitively-coupled 
electrostatic pickup. However, when terminated at both ends to form a low-impedance 
loop it also significantly reduces inductively-coupled electromagnetic pickup. This is 
because the interfering magnetic field induces a current in the screen which causes an 
equal but opposite magnetic field to oppose the original interfering field. Cancelling current 
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will only flow on the screen if the earth loop impedance is very low. Thus the screen 
PROFINET cabling should always be connected to a common reference (ground) at both 
ends. Note – See section on Equipotential Bonding techniques used to ensure that shield 
currents are not too high. 

 
Magnetic fields cancel, but only if we have a low impedance earth loop 

Twisted pair cable also significantly reduces electromagnetic pick-up. This is because the 
induced currents that flow in each loop of the twisted pair cable are flowing in different 
directions along the wire and hence on average tend to cancel out. 

 
Twisted pair cable can reduce electromagnetic pick-up 
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Installation of the sensitive cable in earthed, magnetically impervious ducting (i.e. a closed 
steel tray or conduit) can further reduce both electrostatic and electromagnetic pick-up.  
This is because the steel provides magnetic shielding for the magnetic fields that induce 
electromagnetic pick-up and the earthed enclosure provides additional shielding against 
electrostatic pick-up. Note that it is not always necessary to enclose network cables in a 
steel trunking, but good if they need to pass through an electrically noisy environment.  
 

 
Earthed steel trunking or conduit can reduce both electrostatic and electromagnetic pick-

up 

8.2. Screening Industrial Ethernet cables 
The screen/shield of industrial Ethernet cables should be terminated at both ends to ensure 
that it is effective in reducing capacitively and inductively coupled pickup. Care must be 
taken to ensure that the shield and its connection to a common reference at both ends is 
capable of protecting against the frequencies of concern without resulting in excessively 
high shield currents. 
 
The termination of the screen is normally provided by the connector. However, the 
connector relies on the device earth to connect to ground. Therefore we must make sure 
that all devices are properly earthed. Poor shielding or earthing is a very common wiring 
error. 
 
The cable screen together with the earth wiring should create a low-impedance loop. It is 
important that the earth wiring is not coiled because coils have inductance and thus high 
impedance at higher frequencies. 
 
Never, coil the earth cabling. If you need to leave some spare wire just zig-zag the earth 
cable.  
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PROFINET Earthing 
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8.2.1 Measuring screen / earth impedance 
 
Clamp-on meters  are available that allow the impedance of screens and their connection 
to earth to be measured. These work on the principle of injecting a low frequency (typically 
2.5kHz) / low voltage signal into the screen and measuring the resulting current that flows. 
From this, the impedance can be determined and displayed. For PROFINET cables the loop 
impedance should be less than 1Ω. Note, the frequencies of concern in an industrial 
automation system will be much higher than 2KHz so such clamps should be used as a guide 
and also to confirm end to end connection of the shield without needing to open the 
connector. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The EMCheck® MWMZ II impedance clamp meter 

8.3. Cables for PROFINET 
PROFINET is standard Ethernet at the physical layer. However, because PROFINET is used 
in an industrial environment PROFINET cables and connectors have some additional 
requirements over those that are designed for office or IT environments. 
 
PROFINET cable is 4-core with two twisted pairs and an overall screen or shield. The cable 
must be specified as Link Class D - Cat5 or Cat5e, with a characteristic impedance of 100Ω. 
Such cable can be used at speeds of up to 100MBit/s and the inbuilt termination resistors 
in the ports of every device and switch make sure that there are no reflections on the cable. 
The cable length is strictly limited to 100m maximum. 
 
The colours of the individual cable cores are defined in the PROFINET specification and 
must be allocated as follows: 
 

Signal Colour  RJ45 pin M12 pin 
TD+ Yellow 1 1 
TD- Orange 2 3 
RD+ White 3 2 
RD- Blue 6 4 

Screen --- case thread 
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It is essential that the colours are used correctly within the connectors so that the 
Transmitted Data cores (yellow and orange) form a twisted pair and the Received Data 
cores (white and blue) form a separate twisted pair. The correct twisting of the TD and RD 
pairs ensures that they do not pick up electromagnetic interference from each other 
leading to “cross-talk”.  It is also essential that the cable screen is connected at both ends 
of every cable. PROFINET cables should only be connected using PROFINET connectors. 
 
All Ethernet devices must be connected so that the transmitter in one device is connected 
to the receiver in another. When connecting one device directly to another (e.g. a PC to a 
field device), a “crossover” cable is sometimes required. 
 

 
Crossover cable – transposes Transmit and Receive pairs 

However, when using a switch to connect devices, the switch provides the crossover 
internally for us. Actually, modern switches provide “auto-crossover”, where they are able 
to automatically detect the Transmit and Receive pairs and provide crossover if required. 
Therefore, we should never need crossover cables with modern fast Ethernet or PROFINET 
cables. 
 

 
Switches provide crossover, so straight cables are always used with switches 
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8.4. Connectors for PROFINET 
PROFINET connectors are generally more robust than standard office or IT connectors. In 
addition, they must provide earthing for the cable screen. Since every cable connects just 
two devices together, there is no requirement for daisy chaining and thus PROFINET 
connectors always have just one cable entry. Finally, because we never need crossover 
cables the connectors can be colour coded to match the cable colours. 
 
There are two main types of PROFINET connector: RJ45 and M12. These are available with 
various ratings for Ingress Protection. M12 connectors are generally rated at IP65/67. RJ45 
connectors are available with various IP ratings. The M12 connectors that are used for 
industrial Ethernet have four pins and are “D-coded”. This means that the connectors have 
two physical keys that make sure that they will only fit with a D-coded socket. 
 

    
 RJ45 connector RJ45 connector M12 connector 
 (IP20) (IP65, IP67) (IP65, IP67) 
 
 

   
 RJ45 connectors M12 D-coded connectors 
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8.5. PROFINET cable preparation 
Stripping tools are available from a number of manufacturers. These provide a simple way 
to prepare the cable for the connector. When properly adjusted and used correctly, they 
will strip the sheath from the cable and expose the correct length of the cores and screen 
to fit the connector. Like most tools, there is a knack to using them properly. 
 
You must first measure the cable against the template for the connector that you are using. 
Try to be gentle, gradually clamping the cable and turning the cutter one click at a time. 
You should unclamp the cable and remove it from the cutter. Then give the cable a sharp 
bend where the cuts can be seen and then pull off the insulation in one go. Do not use the 
cutter to pull off the insulation as this can damage the cutter blades. Finally, some cables 
incorporate a plastic spacer to separate the wires. You may need to cut this using a pair of 
wire cutters.  

Cable stripping for RJ45 and M12 fast connect connectors 

 
1. Measure the cable against the 

connector template. 

 
2. Clamp the cable gently in the stripper. 

Rotate a couple of times. 

 
3. Close one more click and rotate again. 

Repeat until screen is cut through. 

 
4. Release the clamp and pull off the 
insulation. Be careful to remove the 

protective film.
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PROFINET connectors normally use insulation displacement technology 
(sometimes called fast connect). These connectors are designed for use with 
solid core cable. The connectors incorporate blades that cut through the wire 
insulation to give a robust and air-tight connection. Therefore, when using 
insulation displacement connectors, we do not strip the individual cores. 
 
Because we never use a crossover cable on PROFINET, the connectors are normally colour 
coded and we simply need to fan out the cores in the correct order to match the colours in 
the connector. 

Use of RJ45 FC connectors 
 

 
1. Connectors for PROFINET normally use 

insulation displacement (fast connect) 
technology 

 
2. Fan out the wires to match the colours 

shown in the connector 

 
3. Open the connector and insert the 

cores in the hinged wire guide  

 
4. Make sure the screen is in the correct 
position and then push down the guide 
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5. Close the connector making sure the 

screen does not show. 

 
6. Lock the connector using a small 

diameter screwdriver 

Use of M12 FC connectors 

 
1. Press the catch in the direction of the 
arrow.  Then unscrew the housing from 

the connector body. 

 
2. Slide the connector housing over the 
cable.  Then strip the cable according to 

the template. 

 

 
3. Open the hinged guide and push the 

wires in as far as they will go.  Press 
down the guide fully. Make sure the 

screen is properly connected. 

 
4. Screw the connector housing onto the 
connector until the catch clicks, locking 

the housing.  Screw the cable clamp nut. 

 
Industrial Ethernet cabling is much simpler than fieldbus wiring because each Ethernet 
cable only ever connects two devices together. Termination resistors are therefore built 
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into every Ethernet port on every device and switch. The resistor value is 100Ω to match 
the characteristic impedance of the cable. Therefore every Ethernet cable is always 
correctly terminated when plugged into a port. Thus PROFINET removes one of the major 
causes of problems that are experienced in fieldbus systems. 
 
However, we should remember that tight bends, damaged or squashed cable can change 
the cable characteristic impedance and so cause reflections. The wrong cable specification, 
which can have the wrong characteristic impedance, can also cause reflections. Always use 
properly specified PROFINET cable on PROFINET systems. Also any cable that is not 
connected to a port will not be correctly terminated and will cause reflections. 
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8.6. Ethernet cable test tools 
There are many different cable test tools available for checking Ethernet cables. These 
range in price from less than £100 to over £6000. The lower cost tools simply check 
continuity of the wires from connector to connector. However, in PROFINET cables it is 
important that we also check that the screen is correctly connected at both ends. The cable 
tester should also verify that the correct wire pairing is used. 
 
More expensive tools can measure and check a number of additional parameters, for 
example: 
 

 Cable attenuation (losses); 
 Cross-talk between the transmit and receive pairs; 
 Reflections in the cable (caused by damaged or tightly bent cable); 
 Cable impedance. 

PROFINET Wiring Testers 

The Indu-Sol PROlinetest Ethernet cable test tool is a simple tool that can check an Ethernet 
cable for wiring / shielding errors and the distance to them as well as being able to 
accurately measure cable length up to 150m long using Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) 
techniques. This is very useful for adding to network drawings. 
 
Other tools provide similar functionality. However, always make sure that you have a tool 
that employs a separate test plug that can be used remotely. This is important in industrial 
installations where the cable is normally run on trays or ducting and the ends of the cable 
are physically separate. 
 
The Indu-Sol PROlinetest tester is suitable for 4 wire PROFINET and 8 wire Regular Ethernet 
cable. It can be used with CAT6, CAT5-E, CAT-5, CAT-4 and CAT-3 cables.  
 

 
PROlinetest cable tester in use and display 
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The PROlinetest tool and display 

The PROlinetest tools and its accompanying test plug have only RJ45 sockets. Therefore, 
M12 plugs will require an adaptor. 

 
An RJ45 to M12 adaptor is required for testing cables with M12 connectors 
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The Ideal Industries Networks Navitek IE PROFINET cable tester goes a little further in that 
in addition to testing end to end continuity and cable length, it also has the ability of 
providing basic qualification tests on the network and can produce .PDF reports. 
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The Fluke/Indu-Sol Line tester ETHERtest V5.0 

The ETHERtest V5.0 is a more sophisticated cable test tool that provides all measurements 
necessary for the certification and acceptance test of network cables up to class 
EA/category 6A (500 MHz). 
 
Like the PROlinetest test tool the ETHERtest V5.0 can test the correct pin assignment and 
shield connectivity. However in addition it can also measure: 
 

 cable resistance, 
 cable attenuation, 
 cable delay, 
 Crosstalk (NEXT / ACR) between the RD and TD pairs. 
 

  
The ETHERtest V5.0 cable tester and example reports 
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8.7. Copper cable segregation 
To reduce the chances of interference pick-up, it is important that network cables are run 
separately from other types of cable. There are many different standards and guidelines 
that provide guidance on cable separation. However, the following system described below 
provides simple precautions that apply to many different applications. It is good to apply a 
little common sense to any situation – if in doubt increase the separation distances. 
 
First, we must categorise various cable applications as follows: 

Category I: 

 Fieldbus and LAN cables (e.g. PROFIBUS, ASi, Ethernet etc.). 
 Shielded cables for digital data (e.g. printer, RS232 etc.). 
 Shielded cables for low voltage (25V) analogue and digital signals. 
 Low voltage power supply cables (60V). 
 Coaxial signal cables. 

Category II: 

 Cables carrying DC voltages >60V and 400 V 
 Cables carrying AC voltages >25V and 400 V 

Category III: 

 Cables carrying DC or AC voltages >400 V 
 Cables with heavy currents. 
 Motor/drive/inverter cables.  
 Telephone cables (can have transients >2000V). 

Category IV: 

 Cables of categories I to III at risk from direct lightning strikes (e.g. connections 
between components in different buildings) 

 

 
Separation distances for cables of different category 

Sometimes it is impossible to adhere to the separation distances. Where cables have to 
cross, they should cross at right angles and should never run in parallel even for short 
distances. 
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8.8. Use of cable trays and channels 
Cables from the same category can be bundled together or laid directly beside each other 
in the same cable trays. Cables of different category must be separated by at least the 
distances shown.  
 

 
 

Cables mounted on a cable tray, rack or ladder 
must be separated by the recommended clearances  

 
When separated by earthed steel partitions with a steel lid, the bundles can be placed next 
to each other. All channels and partitions must be properly bonded using flexible / braided 
bonding links protected against corrosion.  

 
 

Cable groups separated in steel compartments can be placed next to each other 
  

10cm10cm

Cat III Cat II Cat I

10cm10cm10cm10cm

Cat IIICat III Cat IICat II Cat I

Cat III

Cat II

Cat ICat IIICat III

Cat IICat II

Cat ICat I
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8.9. Fibre-optic transmission 
Fibre-optic transmission is an alternative to copper cable and offers the following major 
advantages: 
 

 Larger distances are possible with fibre-optics than with copper. 
 Fibre provides total immunity to electromagnetic and electrostatic pickup . 
 Electrical isolation removes earth potential difference and ground current 

problems. 
 Fibre-optic cable has insignificant weight and is largely immune to corrosion. 

 

Switches are available which have fibre optic capability. Such switches can act as copper to 
fibre media converters.  IO devices and controllers are also available with direct fibre optic 
connection. The fibre optic cable can thus be connected directly onto these devices. 
  
Let’s spend a little time looking at how the fibre-optic cable works. Transparent materials 
exhibit a refractive index. Any change in the refractive index from one material to another 
can cause light to bend. When the incident wave is at more than a critical angle, total 
internal reflection occurs. 

 
Total internal reflection occurs when the light wave is at more than a critical angle 

 
Small diameter optical fibres can be bent and guide the light around the bends  

Because optical fibre is of small diameter the many internal reflections can allow the fibre 
to bend and guide the light around the bend. Problems can occur on longer fibres because 
of losses (attenuation) and various reflection modes resulting in spreading of the signal. 

Glass 

Air 

Total internal 
reflection 
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The diameter of the fibre can vary.  Larger diameter fibres allow multi-mode propagation 
which gives different angled waves (modes) and thus different propagation delays. Smaller 
diameter fibres allow only one mode and do not cause the signal to spread out. Also some 
graded index fibres adopt a gradual transition of refractive index. Single-mode fibres can 
be used over much longer distances than multi-mode because of the reduced spread or 
blurring on the signal. 
 

 
 

Several different fibre-optic transmission media are available for PROFINET:  
 

 Plastic Optical Fibre (POF) which is a low cost plastic multi-mode cable. Typically a 
polymer core of 1mm diameter. Generally limited to distances of less than 50m; 

 Multi-mode glass fibre, sometimes called Plastic Clad Fibre (PCF) which has a graded 
index silica glass core of 50 or 62.5µm diameter. Can typically be used over distances 
of up to 2km; 

 Single-mode glass fibre which has a 9µm diameter core. Can achieve distances of 
up to about 50km 

 

Many different types of connector are available for fibre-optics. However, the bayonet 
type ST connector is preferred for PROFINET fibre-optic systems. 

    
 SC type connector LC type latched connector ST type bayonet connector 
 
Switches and IO devices can incorporate fibre-optic ports as well as connectors for copper 
cables. These can therefore be used as copper to fibre converters. Switches can also 
implement the Media Redundancy Protocol (MRP) on the optical fibre ports. 
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Fibre-optic connectors are sensitive to contamination and damage. Therefore we must 
always use dust protection caps to protect unused connectors and sockets. These dust caps 
should remain in place until the connection is ready to be made. Do not remove dust caps 
until ready. If a dust cap is displaced the cable/connector end must be carefully cleaned 
and inspected before a replacement dust cap is fitted. 
 
A soiled optical surface at a connector will reduce the reliability and the quality of the signal 
transmission. The optical surface should be cleaned prior to connecting it to a PROFINET 
device. The process of inspecting and cleaning the optical face depends on the kind of fibre 
used: multimode, single-mode, PCF or POF. The following general instructions can be used, 
but manufacturer’s specific instruction should be followed when available. 
 
Before any cleaning or inspection is carried out, you must ensure that the fibre link to be 
examined is not actively transmitting. This is best accomplished by physically detaching the 
connectors from the transmitter or turning off the power of all interface equipment. Always 
protect equipment against re-connection or power-on during inspection. 
 

WARNING 
Serious eye injury can occur during the inspection of a connector if 
an active transmitter is connected to the fibre.  Always verify that 
the connector under inspection is not attached to a transmitting 
source. Note that the lasers that are used in fibre-optic transmission 
use non-visible wavelengths. However these wavelengths will cause 
eye damage. 

 
A fibre-optic video probe or a hand held fibre microscope can be used to inspect the optical 
face for contamination, chips, pits, scratches in the core and in the cladding. If dirt, debris 
or other surface contamination is identified then the fibre face should be cleaned. 
 
A lint-free wipe moistened with isopropyl alcohol or optical quality cleaning fluid should be 
used to clean the end face. Rub the connector face lightly on the wipe in one direction, not 
back and forth. Re-inspect the end faces with a fibre-optic video probe or a hand held fibre-
optic microscope to verify that the contamination has been removed. If the contamination 
is still present, after repeated cleaning, the contacts must re-polished or replaced. Polishing 
should only be carried out by a properly trained and qualified person. 
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8.10. Fibre-Optic cable test tools 
As with Ethernet copper cable test tools, there is a wide variety of optical fibre test tools 
available. These range from simple visible light sources which can be used for cable tracing 
to more sophisticated (and more expensive) tools. 
 
An Optical Power Meter can measure cable losses (attenuation). Optical Time Domain 
Reflectometer (OTDR) testers additionally provide measurement of the cable length and 
the location of any cable faults such as breaks or discontinuities etc.  
 

    
 Simple fibre checker Optical Power Meter OTDR tester 
 

8.11. Bending and damage to cable 
Excessive bending of copper or fibre-optic cable can cause attenuation and reflections to 
occur. Therefore, when installing network cables, it is important not to excessively bend, 
distort or damage them. Bending or squashing copper can change the cable characteristic 
impedance and so cause reflections. Fibre-optic cables can also be broken by excessive 
bending. In particular, do not squash network cables by allowing people to walk on them 
or vehicles to drive over them. Do not twist or stretch bus cables, do not squash or crimp 
them. 
 
Adhere to the recommended minimum bend 
radius, typically 75mm minimum bend radius 
for solid core copper cable or for stranded 
cables: 45mm for a single bend and 65mm for 
repeated bending. Fibre-optic cables are 
surprisingly flexible and can have a typical 
minimum bend radius of as small as 30mm. 
 
Be careful not to untwist the twisted-pair 
construction of copper cables. Always unwind 
cables from the drum by rolling the drum or 
allowing it to rotate on a pole. 
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9. Network layout 
PROFINET devices are always connected via a switch. The switch provides the crossover 
connection for the transmit and receive pairs, therefore the cables are always straight (see 
section 8.3). Ethernet cables must always connect just two devices or switches together. 
Tee-junctions or spur lines must never be used with Ethernet cables.  
 
Copper Ethernet cables are strictly limited to 100m in length. Therefore for longer 
distances, we must either use repeaters, switches or fibre-optics. Glass fibre cables can be 
generally used over much greater distances than copper. 
 
Multi-port switches allow star and tree structures to be constructed. A star topology has 
the advantage that a device can be removed from the network (for example for repair) 
without affecting any of the other devices. 
 

 
Star topology layout 

A tree topology extends the concept to structures which have multiple branches. Since the 
switches route messages based on the device MAC address, messages will be distributed 
in star and tree networks only on branches that lead to the addressed device. 
 
 

 
Tree topology layout 

Many PROFINET IO devices incorporate a two-port switch and such devices can be wired in 
a line structure. Since the devices incorporate a switch, each individual cable can be up to 
100m in length, making the total line length potentially much longer. However, a major 
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disadvantage of a line topology is that any device that is removed from the network, or 
indeed that is powered off, will stop the communication to all the downstream devices. 
 

 
Line topology layout 

We have seen that PROFINET devices which support the MRP protocol can be connected 
in a redundant ring structure.  However non-redundant devices must never be connected 
in a ring since this can cause multiple signals to appear in the ring which will cause severe 
network problems that are difficult to diagnose. 

9.1. Automation islands 
When it comes to layout, PROFINET is very flexible and can provide a wide range of 
topologies. Star, tree and line layouts can of course be mixed. However, the impact of 
failures or replacement of devices should always be carefully considered. 
 
One concept that is worth using is that of segregating a network into areas that can be 
operated independently from the rest of the plant. These so-called “automation islands” 
or automation groups allow us to isolate sections of the network for shutdown or 
maintenance work without affecting the rest of the network. For example, we may have 
several streams of production, or perhaps several manufacturing cells, each of which can 
run independently of the others. 
 
It is a really good idea to arrange the network layout so that each separate area or island is 
a branch of a tree structure. Faults that require device removal or replacement in one area 
will not affect other parts of the network. 
 
Another important concept is that of providing facilities for engineering access to the 
network or sections of the network. Such access is normally provided by spare switch ports, 
which allow a laptop or other tool to be connected. Every network should have at least one 
spare switch port. The best place for this spare port is close to the controller, so that it is 
easy to locate. Normally we would recommend that the first switch that connects the IO 
controller to the rest of the network has a spare port for connection of engineering tools. 
 
Finally, sometimes we need to connect an analyser to the network to check for correct 
communication, timing etc. This can be done by setting up a mirror port on a switch. 
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Normal switch operation ensures that frames are only transmitted on the port that leads 
to the MAC addressed device. However, a mirror port can be set up on some switches, to 
repeat the frames from all the switch ports onto the mirror port. Thus a protocol analyser 
(WireShark, for example) can be connected to the mirror port to monitor the switch 
communication. 
 
When using such a mirror port, it is normal to set this up on the first switch (i.e. the switch 
connected directly to the controller) so that all the network traffic can be seen. Mirror ports 
are not essential for fault finding in industrial Ethernet systems and other monitoring and 
diagnostic tools are available for incorporation into networks. However, it is a really good 
idea to think about incorporating such tools at installation time, because later 
incorporation will generally mean disconnecting the controller and resulting plant 
shutdown.  
 

9.2. Standardised, scalable redundancy 
Redundancy is a widely used method of improving the availability of equipment. Here we 
have two or more devices working in parallel carrying out the same function. Such systems 
are often arranged as duty/standby systems where one device is operational and the other 
ready to operate in the event of a failure. The switch over can be manually activated or can 
be automatic.  Automatic bumpless switchover provides the ability to react to failures 
quickly with little or no interruption in production. Such schemes achieve high availability 
because production is maintained whilst repairing the failed device. Redundancy can be 
implemented in PROFIBUS and PROFINET systems. However, PROFINET has the advantage 
that redundancy is standardised by PI and two forms are supported, System Redundancy 
and Media Redundancy. 
 
System redundancy for PROFINET uses the following terminology: S1, S2, R1, and R2 and 
relies on the concept of multiple connections to a device or controller to maintain the 
system in the event of a failure.   

S1 denotes a device with no inherent system redundancy, i.e. it only supports a single 
connection to it. S2 denotes a device with one Network Access Points (NAP) but which 
supports multiple connections to it. 

 

 
 
S2 devices are usually “redundant enough” for most applications, but they suffer from a 
single point of failure.  In S2, the NAP that handles both connections and could suffer a 
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failure, leaving the device disconnected from both controllers.  R1 devices supports 
redundant NAPs.  R2 redundancy expands on the R1 concept to create a more fault-
tolerant system. 
 

 
 
Media Redundancy caters for the loss of a physical connection between devices, i.e. the 
cable. The standardised Media Redundancy Protocol (MRP) provides manufacturer 
independent redundancy which can be used on PROFINET systems over copper or fibre 
cables. PROFINET redundancy using the MRP protocol (according to IEC 62439) is based on 
a redundant ring structure. One device in the ring acts as a Media Redundancy Manager 
(MRM) and the other devices act as Media Redundancy Clients (MRC). Any device can be 
the Manager, but normally the IO controller would provide this function. 
 
 

 
 

Redundancy in PROFINET using devices with Media Redundancy Protocol (MRP) 

 

  

IO Controller 
with MRP 

IO Devices 
with MRP 

Switch 
with 
MRP 

IO Device without 
MRP 
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10. PROFINET Conformance Classes 
In order to help specify the different functions supported by a particular device PI has 
introduced three Conformance Classes for PROFINET devices. These build from the simplest 
CC-A through CC-B to CC-C. It is important to understand that the higher Conformance 
Classes also contain all the functions of the lower classes. 
 
CC-A provides basic functions for PROFINET IO devices with RT communication. All IT 
services can be used without restriction. Typical applications that use CC-A are general 
purpose factory automation systems. Wireless communication is possible only in this class. 
 
CC-B extends the specification of CC-A to include network diagnostics via IT mechanisms as 
well as topology (determination of the network layout and connections). This is provided 
by the mandatory LLDP and SNMP protocols. This conformance class also includes switches. 
 
CC-B also provides for simplified exchange of devices without the need for reconfiguration 
of the IO controller. When a device fails and is replaced with a new, off the shelf, device. 
The controller will automatically set the device name and IP address of the replacement 
device. The parameters for the device are also set by the IO controller during start up. Thus 
the replacement device will operate exactly like the old device without the need for 
engineering tools. Note however that the replacement device will have a different MAC 
address and thus documentation may need to be updated. 
 
System redundancy is important for process automation is contained in an extended 
version of CC-B called CC-B(PA). 
 
CC-C describes the additional specification for devices which support IRT. CC-C specifies a 
minimum performance which is only possible with special hardware support. 

 
PROFINET Conformance Classes 
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The Conformance Classes serve as the basis for device certification. All conformance classes 
require certified PROFINET devices and controllers.  
 
In addition CC-B and CC-C specify the minimum requirements for network components 
such as switches. Note that devices with different conformance classes can be mixed within 
one network. The various conformance classes provide a wide range of solutions from 
simple automation through to motion control systems and process control. 
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11. Switches for PROFINET systems 
PROFINET will work with standard Ethernet switches. However, in order to provide 
diagnostic capability and control over the network traffic, Conformance Class B / managed 
switches should generally be used. In addition, when implementing IRT systems 
(Isochronous Real Time) for highly deterministic cycle timing, the switches must be suitable 
for IRT application. 
 
Some switches can connect between copper and fibre-optic cabling allowing transition 
between copper and fibre. Some switches incorporate wireless links, which allow 
applications such as roving vehicle control etc. (Wireless communication is possible only 
within conformance class CC-A.)  Because PROFINET switches are in an industrial 
environment they need to be more robust than IT switches. Generally, industrial quality 
managed switches are more expensive than non-managed switches and can contribute to 
a major proportion of a project cost. 

11.1. Conformance Class B Managed switches 
Unmanaged switches are normally the lowest cost option and these can be used in CC-A 
applications.  However, Conformance Class B / Managed switches have a number of 
advantages over unmanaged switches. Managed switches can provide: 
 

 Integration within Hardware Configuration of the PLC 
 Capability to configure the switch ports to provide, for example, port mirroring etc. 
 Security measures, so that ports will only accept data from known sources. 
 Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) services. 
 Highly deterministic timing which is suitable for IRT application. 

 

As a minimum, all PROFINET switches should support the following standards: 
 

 IEEE 802.1Q – VLAN support with prioritisation (quality of service). 
 IEEE 802.1D – Auto-crossover and auto negotiation. 
 IEEE 802.1AB – Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP). 

 

Managed switches normally provide a configurable interface, which is typically a web page. 
This allows the user to set up the switch and to diagnose network problems. PROFINET 
managed switches also have a GSDML file, which means that they will have a device name 
and can be configured in the controller. Note that Conformance Class B and above 
requirements mean that managed switches are mandatory for such systems. 

11.2. Switches for real-time operation 
Because switches forward telegrams only to the port that leads to the addressed device, 
the switch needs to read the destination MAC address of every telegram in order to decide 
on the correct port. Some switches do this in software. They read the incoming frame into 
memory, check it for consistency, interpret the destination address and if the telegram is 
valid, send the telegram to the required port.  This type of switch is called “store and 
forward”. Store and forward switches introduce a delay that depends on the telegram 
length, thus causing a variation in the cyclic timing of the network, called “jitter”. 
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Store and forward switches can cause jitter  

An alternative is to use a “cut through” switch, which uses hardware to determine the 
destination address whilst the telegram is being received. The telegram is then routed to 
the correct port immediately without waiting for the incoming telegram to finish. Cut 
through switches thus have much less delay and more importantly, the delay does not 
depend on the telegram length. Cut through switches thus provide a shorter and more 
repeatable delay which results in less jitter than store and forward switches. 
 
Therefore switches that are to be used as part of an IRT system (conformance class CC-C) 
are also required to support cut-through technology, giving rapid message forwarding with 
minimum jitter. 
 
Switches that are part of a redundant ring must support the Media Redundancy Protocol, 
MRP. 
 
Note that it is essential that every network has a spare (unused) switch port for use by test 
tools. See section 9.1. 

  

 Switch Destination 
port 

Source 
port 

Store and forward switches read 
the whole telegram and then 
decide which port to forward it to. 
This causes jitter 
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12. Earthing considerations 

12.1. Protective and Functional Earths 
Earthing or bonding of equipment is essential for safety reasons. Such earthing systems are 
often called the Safety Earth or Protective Earth (PE). Protective earthing is designed to 
protect people from electric shocks due to wiring faults which would otherwise cause 
equipment or structures to become “live”. The protective earth will divert the dangerous 
current to ground and cause a fuse to blow or contact breaker to trip in the case of a fault. 
 

 
Protective and functional earth symbols 

However, we also sometimes see a separate Functional Earth (FE) on equipment. The 
Functional Earth is provided as a clean reference voltage for unbalanced analogue or digital 
signals. The FE wiring should generally be separate from the PE but should be connected at 
just one point, which is used as the zero-volt reference. 
 
Modern systems such as PROFIBUS and PROFINET use balanced transmission, which does 
not require a reference earth. But we quite often see a FE connection on PROFIBUS and 
PROFINET equipment. This is used to provide a zero-volt reference for unbalanced input 
and output signals, for example with 24V digital signals or 0 to 5V or 4-20 mA analogue 
signals. The FE should be considered as a zero-volt reference for these signals and should 
be connected to the PE at one point only. 
 
A third reason for earthing is to provide a grounding of the cable screen to guard against 
electrostatic pickup. For balanced transmission systems like PROFIBUS the screen should 
be connected to the earthing system at both ends and further, the screen and earth wiring 
should produce a low-impedance loop (see section 8.2).  
  

PE FE 
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12.2. Plant Earthing Systems 
The plant earthing system should be laid out to carry the earth currents that naturally flow 
between the parts of the plant. A mesh earthing system is best where multiple paths exist 
for the earth currents. 

 
Mesh plant earthing system 

12.3. Cabling within wiring cabinets 
For safety reasons all metal electrical cabinets must be connected to the plant earthing 
system. In addition the braided shields of all PROFINET cables entering the cabinet should 
be earthed with metal clamps as close as possible to the point of entry to the cabinet. 
 
This is because the cable screen can carry pick-up into a cabinet where it can disrupt 
sensitive electronic equipment. Earthing the screen close to the point of entry minimises 
this problem. 
 
 

 
Earthing the cable screen close to the point of cabinet entry  

A more robust solution is to use a bulkhead adaptor or connector. These provide earthing 
of the cable screen at the point of entry to the cabinet. They also have the advantage that 
they allow the cabinet internal wiring to be completed and tested by the panel builder. 

To other 
floors 

 

E.g. Control room 

E.g. Motor 
Control Centre 

 

Cable 
entry 

Earth cable shield 
Strain 
relief 

As close as possible Enclosure or cabinet 
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RJ45 and M12 bulkhead connectors 

 
Bulkhead connectors provide screen earthing at the point of entry to a cabinet 

Try to avoid parallel routing of PROFINET cables and internal cabinet wiring, even with 
cables of the same category (see section 0). Try to maintain separation distances, but where 
cables of different categories must cross, they should do so right angles. If the separation 
distances cannot be maintained, use earthed metallic channels with bonded partitions to 
separate cables. 

12.4. Potential equalisation 
In order for the screen to be effective at high frequencies, the screen must be earthed at 
both ends of the cable. Sometimes, however, the local earth at different parts of the plant 
can be at significantly different potential, which can lead to current passing along the cable 
screen. Such screen current is to be avoided since it can lead to interference pick-up. Earth 
potential problems are common where: 
 

 The network cable covers a large area or extends over a long distance. 
 Power is supplied to different sites from different sources (i.e. sub stations). 
 Heavy electrical currents are present (e.g. arc furnaces, power stations etc). 
  

One solution is to install a potential equalisation cable between the different earth 
potentials. The potential equalisation cable can carry significant current and should be 
sized accordingly (16 mm2 is not uncommon). Finely stranded cable, with a large surface 
area, should be used to ensure its effectiveness at high frequencies. The potential 
equalisation cable should be laid parallel to and as close as possible to the network cable 
to minimise the area enclosed between the two. 
 

Enclosure or cabinet 

M12 bulkhead 

Provides earthing at 
the point of entry. 

Bulkhead connector 

Enclosure or cabinet 
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Installation of a potential equalisation cable 

The potential equalisation cable actually becomes part of the plant mesh earthing system 
and carries the earthing currents that would otherwise pass along the screen of the 
network cable. We have seen in section 8.2 that the cable screen together with the earth 
wiring should create a low-impedance loop. Thus the potential equalisation cable will be 
part of this loop and help to form the required low impedance. 
 
In areas where electromagnetic interference (EMI) may be present or significant earth 
potential differences are expected it is recommended that fibre-optic connection is used. 
Fibre-optic connection can completely remove problems caused by electromagnetic 
interference and/or ground equalization currents flowing in copper cable screens. 

12.5. Joining copper cables 
PROFINET and Ethernet cable can be joined using connectors. Each Ethernet cable will 
incorporate at least two connectors. It is possible to add up to two further connector pairs 
into a cable. 

 
Please remember that the total cable length must never exceed 100m. If more than two 
additional connectors are required, then a repeater or switch should be used. Only use 
industrial Ethernet connectors and ensure that they have an Ingress Protection (IP) rating 
suitable for the environment in which they are mounted. 

Cable with two connectors 

100m maximum 

Cable with one additional connector pair 

Cable with two additional connector pairs 

 

 

 

NOTE 
The network cable screen 

must never be used for 
potential equalisation. 
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13. PROFINET device names and IP addresses 
PROFINET devices have three different identifications: 
 

 A MAC address, which is stored within the device and is fixed by the 
manufacturer. PROFINET data exchange uses the MAC address. 

 A programmable device name, which is stored in the device, but can be changed 
by the user. The device name is checked during start up and if a mismatch is found 
between the IO Controller configuration and the actual device name, the 
controller reports an error and will not enter data exchange. 

 An IP address, which is stored in the device and can be changed, normally 
allocated during start-up by the IO controller. IP addressing is only used for non-
real-time (TCP/IP) communication. 

 

Section 15 covers some of the tools that may be used to set and check device names and 
IP addresses. 

13.1. Device names 
Device names offer a very flexible and useful way of identifying devices within a 
PROFINET system. Device should be chosen with care to reflect at least: 
 

 The plant function carried out by the device; 
 The location of the device; 
 Other useful information such as the device type. 

 

The rules for device names are unfortunately rather complex: 
 

 A device name can contain the letters ‘a’ to ‘z’, numbers ‘0’ to ‘9’, hyphens ‘-’, and 
periods ‘.’;  

 Device names are limited to a maximum of 127 characters; 
 A name component within the device name, a character string between two 

periods, for example, must not be longer than 63 characters; 
 No special characters like umlauts, parentheses, underscore, slash, space etc. are 

allowed. The hyphen is the only special character allowed; 
 The device name must not contain uppercase letters; 
 The device name must not begin or end with the "-" or "." character; 
 The device name must not begin with a number; 
 The device name must not have the form "n.n.n.n" (n = 0...999); 
 The device name must not begin with the character string "port-xyz-" (x,y,z = 

0...9); 
 

Some illegal examples of device names include: 
 

 ET200-S-1 , ET200-S-2 etc 
 remote io station a , remote io station b etc 
  rio_station_a , rio_station_b etc 

 

 
Some legal, but not good examples of device names include: 
 

 et200-s-1 , et200-s-2 etc 
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 remote-io-station-a , remote-io-station-b etc 
 tc-135.13.45.1 , tc-135.13.45.2 etc 

 

Some good examples of device names include: 
 

 drive.cooling-pump-a 
 pick-place-robot-32r 
 fermentation-vessel-12 

 

13.2. IP Addressing in more detail 
An IP address consists of two parts: The network ID followed by the host ID. For example: 
 

IP address: 172 . 16 . 100 . 5 
 
 
 
 

The network ID tells us which network and the host ID tells us the device (host) within that 
network. The IP address is always 32 bits, but this can be split between the Network ID and 
Host ID in different portions. The first number of the IP address shows us how many bits 
are allocated to the network ID and how many bits are allocated to the host ID. 
 

Address 
Class 

First byte of IP 
address 

Network 
address size 

Host address 
size 

Normal sub-net 
mask 

A 
0 to 12710 

(0XXX XXXX2) 

1 byte 

(8 – 1 bits) 

3 bytes 

(24 bits) - 2 
255 . 0 . 0 . 0 

B 
128 to 19110 

(10XX XXXX2) 

2 bytes 

(16 - 2 bits) 

2 bytes 

(16 bits) - 2 
255 . 255 . 0 . 0 

C 
192 to 22310 

(110X XXX2) 

3 bytes 

(24 – 3 bits) 

1 byte 

(8 bits) - 2 
255 . 255 . 255 . 0 

 
 Class A addresses provide for 2(8-1) or 128 different networks, each with 224 – 2 or 

16,777,214 hosts. 
 Class B addresses provide 2(16-2) or 16,384 networks, each with 216 – 2 or 65,384 hosts. 
 Class C addresses provide 2(24-3) or 2,097,152 networks each with just 28 – 2  or 254 

hosts. 
 
The all-zero host address …0.0 refers to the network itself and not a host within the 
network. The highest host address within a network …255 is reserved for broadcast 
messages. Thus the lowest and highest host addresses are not valid IP addresses for devices 
(which explains why there are only 254 hosts available on a Class-C addressed network). 
 
If our network is part of the global internet then we cannot use just any IP address. The 
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) can allocate a globally 

Network ID Host ID 
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recognised network ID for your network. However, if our network is isolated from the 
internet, we are free to use any private IP addresses we want, within the IP addressing 
rules. 
 
The following IP address ranges are reserved for private networks: 
 

 Class A private address range: 
10.0.0.0 to 10.255.255.255 
(approximately 16 million hosts within one network.) 

 

 Class B private address range: 
172.16.0.0 to 172.31.255.255 
(approximately 64 thousand hosts within up to 15 different networks.) 

 

 Class C private address range: 
192.168.0.0 to 192.168.255.255 
(just 254 hosts within up to 255 different networks.) 

 
Local Ethernet and PROFINET networks always use one of these private address ranges. 
 
A sub-net mask is also set up to indicate which parts of the IP address belong to the network 
and which to the host. The “sub-net mask”, like an IP address is a 4-byte number normally 
expressed in dotted decimal format. However, sub-net masks always have a contiguous set 
of binary ones followed by a contiguous set of zeros. 
 

• A “1” in the sub-net mask indicates that the corresponding bit in the IP address is a 
network or sub-net bit. 

• A “0” in the sub-net mask indicates that the corresponding bit in the IP address is a 
host bit. 

 
E.g. the sub-net mask: 
 

 255 . 255 . 255 . 0 
 1111 11112  1111 11112  1111 11112  0000 00002 
 

Shows that the first three bytes are the network address and the last byte is the host 
address. This thus belongs to a Class-C network 
 
The division of IP addresses into Class A, B and C is rather crude but adequate for most 
private IP address ranges and PROFINET applications.  
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14. GSDML files in more detail 
PROFINET system configuration is based on similar concepts to PROFIBUS. Each different 
type of device has a GSD file which describes its characteristics and capabilities. PROFINET 
GSD files are written in XML (eXtensible Mark-up Language) and often called GSDML files. 
GSDML files are created by the device manufacturer from a Schema, which is an XML 
template. Different versions of templates are available and you should check that your 
configuration tool supports the required version (V1 and V2 are common). 

14.1. The PROFINET Identification Number 
PROFINET Devices are identified by a unique 32-bit Identification Number (PROFIBUS uses 
16-bit ID numbers). The PROFINET ID is split into two parts: 
 

 16-bit Manufacturer Identification, 
 16-bit Device Identification. 

 
The Manufacturer Identification is assigned by PI and the manufacturer can then assign 
device identifications. Note that the device ID relates to the “type” of device and is thus 
quite different to the device MAC address or IP address. 
 
Just like GSD files, GSDML files contain information on: 
 

 Device Identification 
ID number, Manufacturer, part numbers etc. 

 Available modules and sub-modules. 
 IO Configuration for each module. 

e.g. analogue input, digital output etc. 
 Parameters of the device and modules. 

e.g. range, fail-safe action etc. 
 Diagnostic information. 

e.g. sensor wire break, Output power failure etc. 
 

Different languages are supported within one GSDML file. 
 
The naming convention for PROFINET GSDML files is standardised as: 
 

GSDML-[Schema]-[Manufacturer]-[Device]-[Date].XML 
 

where: 
 “Schema” is the version of the template used to create the GSDML file. 
 “Manufacturer” is the name of the device vendor. 
 “Device” is the manufacturer’s name for the device. 
 “Date” is the date of release of the GSDML file in the form: YYYYMMDD. 

 

Examples include: 
 

GSDML-V1.0-Hms-ABSPRT-20060321.xml 
and 

 gsdml-v2.0-wago-series750_753-20061210.xml 
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14.2. GSDML checker 
PROFIBUS & PROFINET International have developed a free-to-download application called 
the PROFINET GSD Checker. This is available at the PI we site: 
 

http://www.profibus.com/download/software-and-tools/ 
 

This tool allows the contents of a GSDML file to be viewed in raw XML format or a more 
user-friendly browser format. The PROFINET GSD Checker also has the ability of checking 
the schema of the GSDML file for compliance with schema version 2.3. 

15. Software tools for configuration and testing 
Software tools that are used for configuration can be used to access general device settings 
and to read and set device names and IP address. Device names must be set as part of the 
commissioning process, and are often done by the installer prior to testing of the network. 
IP addresses are normally set automatically by the controller as part of the start-up 
procedure. However, sometimes the installer will need to set up the device IP address so 
that the device can be set up via a web page. 

15.1. WEB browsers 
Devices that have a built-in web server and be accessed using a standard web browser. 
Commonly used web browsers include: 
 

 Internet Explorer; 
 Google Chrome; 
 Safari; 
 Firefox; 
 Opera. 

15.2. Setting the network and IP address on your PC or laptop 
In order to access the devices on the network it is important to be able to set your PC or 
laptop IP address to be in the same network address range as the installed network. Also 
the actual IP address used for your PC or laptop must be free and not be used by a device 
on the network. 
 
Generally, we will be using a WindowsTM operating system and so we will look how to set 
up a WindowsTM machine to communicate with the PROFINET devices and switches that 
are on our network. 
 
Most modern WindowsTM systems incorporate a “Network and Sharing Centre” which is 
normally available from the task bar or control panel. From here you can select “Change 
adaptor settings”. This should bring up a list of network adaptors that are available on your 
machine. 
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The Windows 7 Network and Sharing Centre 

Select the Local Area Connection that you wish to use to connect to the network and you 
should see the properties for the selected Local area Connection. Finally, select the IPv4 
properties to see the IP address, sub-net mask and other settings for this adaptor. Here 
you can set the IP address of your adaptor to a free (unused) address within the network 
address range for your system. The sub-net mask should also be set appropriately. 
 

   
 Local Area Connection properties IPv4 properties dialogue 

IPCONFIG 

“ipconfig” is a utility provided on most operating systems for displaying your local 

computer’s TCP/IP settings. This is available from the Windows Command prompt: , 
under Start -> All Programs -> Accessories. Typing “ipconfig” at the command line shows 
the IP address, sub-net mask, and default gateway values for each adapter present on your 
machine. 

Click here 

Select the 
Local Area 
Connection. 

Select IPv4 
and then 
Properties 
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Command prompt screen showing ipconfig results 

PING 

Also available under the Command prompt, “ping” provides a simple echo test on a 
specified IP address. 
 
Note that pinging the special “loopback” IP address, 127.0.0.1, allows you to test your local 
machine TCP/IP software is functioning correctly. 
 
Pinging your own machine IP address checks that your local machine Ethernet adaptor is 
properly configured and interfaced with the TCP/IP software. Finally you should be able to 
ping any IP address on the connected network so that you can see the network device 
respond. 

 
Command prompt screen showing ping results 
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15.3. Tools for setting device names and IP addresses 
We can see that one of the most important aspects of PROFINET is the allocation, setting 
and checking of device names. Many low-cost or free software tools are available for 
setting and checking of device names and IP addresses as well as checking device 
functionality. 
 
Examples include: 
 

 TIA Portal from Siemens; 
 PRONETA from Siemens; 
 Service Tool from Indu-Sol 
 Netilities from PROCENTEC; 
 DIAG+ package from Phoenix Contact. 

 

Note that it is essential that every network has at least one switch with a spare port for 
access of these tools. The best practice is normally to reserve a spare port on the first switch 
after the IO controller. This switch is normally located close to the controller and thus can 
be located easily. 

PRONETA 

PRONETA from Siemens is a free to download PC-based software tool which provides a 
number of diagnostics and commissioning functions for PROFINET networks. PRONETA 
provides the following features: 
 

 Topology overview – automatically scans a PROFINET system and displays all 
connected devices and how they are interconnected within the network.  

 Device naming – device names can be read and written to devices. 
 IO Test – Allows rapid testing of the wiring and module configuration of the 

components by reading and writing inputs and outputs. (Note that this feature 
works only with Siemens IO devices.) 

 

All tasks are carried out using a standard Ethernet port on a PC or laptop. The tasks can be 
carried out even before a controller has been installed or configured. These tools can also 
be used on a working system without disrupting the network communication.  
Tools like PRONETA are generally used by the commissioning Engineer.  However, such 
tools are also useful at the installation stage. 
 

 
PRONETA Home screen showing options 
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The Settings option allows you to set and check your local machine IP setting and other 
options. 
 

 
PRONETA Settings screen 

Once the correct setting have been set the network analysis screen can be used to provide 
network topology and device information. Device names and IP addresses can be checked 
from the list of accessible devices. The name of a particular device can be set by right-
clicking over the device. 
 
The network topology can be refreshed using the refresh button. However, sometimes this 
does not appear to work properly. Restarting PRONETA from scratch will cure this problem. 
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PRONETA network analysis screen 

 
Device name and IP address settings screen 

Note that PRONETA also has the capability to test and exercise device IO. However this is 
only available for Siemens devices. 
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17. Glossary 
ARP Address Resolution Protocol 
AS-i Actuator Sensor - interface 
CC Conformance Class 
CiR Configuration in Run 
DCP Discovery & Configuration Protocol (part of the PROFINET specification) 
DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 
DP Decentralised Periphery (PROFIBUS) 
DPV0 PROFIBUS DP Version 0 (basic communications) 
DPV1 PROFIBUS DP Version 1 extensions 
EMC Electromagnetic Compatibility 
EMI Electromagnetic Interference 
FC Fast Connect 
FCS Frame Check Sequence 
FE Functional Earth 
FO Fibre Optic 
FTP File Transfer Protocol 
GSD General Station Description 
GSDML General Station Description written in eXtensible Mark-up Language 
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HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
ICANN Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers 
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission 
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
IO Input Output 
IoT Internet of Things 
IP Internet Protocol (address) 
IRT Isochronous Real Time 
IT Information Technology 
LAN Local Area Network 
LC Latched Connector for fibre optics. (Lucent Connector or Local Connector) 
LLDP Link Layer Discovery Protocol 
MAC Media Access Control (address) 
MBP Manchester Bus Powered 
MCC Motor Control Centre 
MRC Media Redundancy Client 
MRM Media Redundancy Manager 
MRP Media Redundancy Protocol 
MRP Media Redundancy Protocol 
NRT Non-Real Time 
OLM Optical Link Module 
OPM Optical Power Meter 
OSI Open System Interconnection model 
OTDR Optical Time Domain Reflectometer 
PA Process Automation (PROFIBUS) 
PC Personal Computer 
PCF Plastic Clad Fibre 
PE Protective Earth 
PI PROFIBUS/PROFINET International 
PICC PROFIBUS/PROFINET International Competency Centre 
PITC PROFIBUS/PROFINET International Training Centre 
PLC Programmable Logic Controller 
POF Plastic Optical Fibre 
POP Post Office Protocol 
RARP Reverse Address Resolution Protocol 
RD Received Data 
RT Real Time 
SC Square Connector for fibre optics. (also called Subscriber Connector or 

standard connector) 
SIL Safety Integrity Level 
SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol 
ST/BOFC Straight Tip/Bayonet Fibre Optic Connector 
TCP Transmission Control Protocol 
TD Transmitted Data 
TDR Time Domain Reflectometry 
UDP User Datagram Protocol,  
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UTP Unscreened Twisted Pair copper cable 
VLAN Virtual Local Area Network 
WAN Wide Area Network 
WWW World Wide web 
XML eXtensible Mark-up Language 
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18. Appendix A – Comparison of PROFIBUS and PROFINET 
Feature PROFIBUS DP PROFINET 

Topology Typically linear bus but tree 
and ring also possible. Linear, star, tree and ring. 

Network size 126 devices max. Effectively unlimited 
(limited by IO controller). 

Data Rate Up to 12 Mbit/s 100 Mbit/s or higher 
Update rate and 

prioritisation 
All devices have same 

update rate and priority 
Different update rates and 

priorities 
Controlling Station Class-1 master IO Controller 

IO Equipment Slave IO Device 
Diagnostic/Configuration 

Tool Class-2 master IO Supervisor 

Protocols DPV0, DPV1, DPV2 
PROFINET RT, ARP, DCP, 

SNMP, LLDP, TCP/IP, HTTP, 
MRP 

IT services Not possible Integrated in devices 

Real-Time Yes Yes 

Redundancy Possible but manufacturer 
specific 

Simple and standardised 

Engineering access Changes possible but 
needs network restart 

Possible without disrupting 
operation 

Standard Diagnostics Yes Yes 

Alarms Only with DPV1 Yes, with priority 

Addressing By switch or over bus Over network 

Network Devices Repeaters, Hubs, OLM’s Switches 

Termination Switch-selectable Built into connector 

Copper cable 2 core shielded twisted pair 
4 core shielded twisted 

pair 

Fibre-optic cable 
Plastic, multi-mode or 

single-mode glass 
Plastic, multi-mode or 

single-mode glass 
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19. Appendix B – Profibus & PROFINET International (PI) 
World wide support for PROFIBUS and PROFINET is provided by PI (pronounced as “pea-
eye”), which stands for PROFIBUS and PROFINET International.  PI has developed the 
standards defining both PROFIBUS and PROFINET. It also provides extensive support for 
developers and end users in the form of application guides, tools, white papers and many 
other useful resources. PI also operates an extensive web site <www.profibus.com> with 
up to date and freely downloadable information on PROFIBUS and PROFINET. 
 
PI also implements an accreditation system for Competency Centres (PICCs) and Training 
Centres (PITCs). PITC’s, such as Control Specialists Ltd, provide certified training for 
PROFIBUS and PROFINET. Such training is recognised across the world and provides a 
valuable certification that those involved are knowledgeable and competent in the 
appropriate technology. 
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100BASE-FX, 2 
100BASE-TX, 2 
Actuator Sensor interface, 19 
adaptor, 36 
Address Class, 58 
Address Resolution Protocol, 4, 10 
Alarms, 70 
Application Layer, 9 
Application Profiles, 21 
ARP. See Address Resolution Protocol 
AS-i. See Actuator Sensor interface 
attenuation, 5, 35, 41, 44 
Auto-crossover, 29, 51 
automation groups. See automation 

islands 
automation islands, 46 
bend radius, 44 
bending, 44 
bonding. See Earthing 
broadcast. See Transmission Protocols  
bulkhead adaptor, 54 
cabinet wiring, 54 
cable categories, 39 
cable length, 28, 45 
cable test tools, 35, 44 
cable trays, 40 
capacitive coupling, 23 
Certified PROFIBUS Installer course, 12 
Certified PROFINET Installer course, 1 
characteristic impedance, 34, 35 
CiR. See Configuration in Run 
Clamp-on meter, 28 
Class-1 master, 13, 16, 70 
Class-2 master, 13, 16, 70 
cleaning, 43 
collisions, 5, 6 
Competency Centres, 71 
Configuration in Run, 21 
conformance classes, 49, 51, 52 
connectors, 30 
contamination, 43 
control system hierarchy, 18 
crossing cables, 39 
crossover cable, 29, 32, 45 
cross-talk, 35 
cut through, 52 

damaged cable, 34 
Data Link layer, 3 
DCP. See Discovery and Configuration 

Protocol 
device name, 18, 57, 64 
Diagnostics, 70 
Discovery and Configuration Protocol, 10 
ducting, 26 
duty/standby systems, 47 
earth loop impedance, 27 
earthing, 26, 53, 54, 55 
Electrical isolation, 41 
Electromagnetic Compatibility, 24 
Electromagnetic Interference, 23, 56 
electromagnetic pickup, 24, 41 
electrostatic pickup, 23, 41 
EMC. See Electromagnetic Compatibility 
EMI. See Electromagnetic Interference 
Ethernet frame, 3 
ETHERtest V5.0, 38 
Ether-type, 4 
eXtensible Mark-up Language, 17 
eye injury, 43 
FE. See Functional Earth 
Fibre-optic, 41, 56 
Fibre-optic test tools, 44 
File Transfer Protocol, 9 
FTP. See File Transfer Protocol 
full-duplex communication, 5, 16 
Functional Earth, 53 
Functional Safety systems, 19, 21 
gateway, 9, 19 
General Station Description file, 13, 17 
Glossary, 67 
ground. See earthing 
GSD file. See General Station 

Description file 
GSDML files, 17, 60 
half-duplex communication, 5 
Host ID, 58 
Host layers, 9 
HTTP. See Hypertext Transfer Protocol, 

See Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol, 9, 11 
ICANN. See Internet Corporation for 

Assigned Names and Numbers 
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ID number. See Identification Number 
Identification Number, 60 
IEC 61158, 12, 14 
IEC 62439, 48 
IEEE 802.1AB, 51 
IEEE 802.1D, 51 
IEEE 802.1Q, 51 
IEEE 802.3, 1, 2, 3 
impedance, 28 
inductive coupling, 24 
Ingress Protection, 30, 56 
inspection, 43 
Installation, 23 
insulation displacement, 32 
International Fieldbus Standard. See 

IEC 61158 
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names 

and Numbers, 58 
Internet of Things, 22, 68 
Internet Protocol address. See IP address 
IO Controller, 16, 70 
IO Device, 16, 70 
IO Supervisor, 16, 70 
IoT. See Internet of Things 
IP address, 7, 58, 61, 62 
IP rating. See Ingress Protection 
ipconfig, 62 
IPv4, 4, 7 
IPv6, 4, 7 
IRT. See Isochronous Real-Time 
Isochronous Real-Time, 19 
jitter, 19, 52 
Joining PROFINET cables, 56 
LAN. See Local Area Network 
layout, 46 
LC connector, 42 
line structure, 45 
Link Layer Discovery Protocol, 4, 10, 51 
LLDP. See Link Layer Discovery 

Protocol 
Local Area Network, 7 
loss. See attenuation 
M12, 28, 30, 33 
MAC address. See Media Access Control 

address 
managed switches, 51 
Media Access Control address, 3, 4, 18, 

51 
Media Redundancy. See Redundancy 

Media Redundancy Client. See 
Redundancy 

Media Redundancy Manager. See 
Redundancy 

Media Redundancy Protocol, 4, 48, 52 
mesh earthing, 54 
mirror port, 46 
MRC. See Redundancy 
MRM. See Redundancy 
MRP. See Redundancy 
multicast. See Transmission Protocols  
multi-mode, 42 
Network ID, 58 
non-real-time, 19 
non-real-time channel, 15, 19 
OPC-DA. See The internet of things 
Open System Interconnection model, 1, 

2, 7 
Optical Power Meter, 44 
Optical Time Domain Reflectometer, 44 
OSI. See Open System Interconnection 

model 
OTDR. See Optical Time Domain 

Reflectometer 
PCF. See Plastic Clad Fibre 
PE. See Protective Earth 
physical address. See Media Access 

Control address 
physical layer, 2 
PI. See PROFIBUS & PROFINET 

International 
PICCs. See Competency Centres 
Pickup, 23, 24 
PITCs. See Training Centres 
Plastic Clad Fibre, 42 
Plastic Optical Fibre, 42 
PN-1 cable test tool, 35 
POF. See Plastic Optical Fibre 
POP. See Post Office Protocol 
Post Office Protocol, 9 
potential equalisation cable, 55 
Private networks, 59 
PROFIBUS, 12, 16, 18, 70 
PROFIBUS/PROFINET International, 71 
PROFIdrive. See Application Profiles 
PROFIenergy, 22, See Application 

Profiles 
profile, 13 
PROFINET, 4, 70 
PROFINET cable, 28 
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PROFINET GSD Checker, 61 
PROFINET protocol, 16 
ProfiSafe, 19 
PROFIsafe. See Application Profiles 
PRONETA, 64 
Protective Earth, 53 
proxy, 9, 18 
real-time channel, 15, 18, 19, 70 
Redundancy, 47, 70 
reflections, 35, 44 
Repeater, 5 
ring structure, 46 
RJ45, 28, 30, 32 
Router, 8 
SC connector, 42 
Schema, 60 
screening, 24, 26, 29, 53, 55 
segregation, 39 
separation. See segregation 
shielding. See screening 
Simple Network Management Protocol, 

10, 51 
simplex communications, 5 
simplified device exchange, 49 
Single-mode, 42 
slave, 13, 16, 70 
SNMP. See Simple Network 

Management Protocol 
spare switch port, 46, 64 

spur lines, 45 
ST connector, 42 
star structure, 45 
store and forward, 51 
straight cable, 29, 45 
sub-net mask, 59, 62 
switch, 6, 45 
system redundancy. See Redundancy 
termination, 34, 70 
tight bends, 34 
Topology, 10, 45, 70 
Training Centres, 71 
Transmission Control Protocol, 9 
Transmission Protocols, 6 
tree structure, 45 
twisted pair, 25, 29 
UDP. See User Datagram Protocol 
unicast. See Transmission Protocols 
Unmanaged switches, 51 
User Datagram Protocol, 9, 10 
Virtual Local Area Network, 4, 51 
VLAN. See Virtual Local Area Network  
WAN. See Wide Area Network 
Wide Area Network, 7, 8 
Windows, 61 
Windows Command prompt, 62 
Wireless, 49, 51 
WireShark, 47 
XML. See eXtensible Mark-up Language 

 


